**Pitch 1** 5.4 10m 2 bolts
Step left onto a ramp past 2 bolts.

**Pitch 2** 5.9 25m gear
Move up a corner then traverse left to a short hand/fist crack. Go up or step left then up to gain a longer corner. Make a tricky stem move (crux) into the corner then hand jam to the top. The final 10m are scruffy but will clean up with some traffic.

**Pitch 3** 5.6 20m 3 bolts & gear
Step left into a chimney. Then follow easy slabs to the belay. Links well with Pitch 4.

**Pitch 4** 5.4 25m 2 bolts
Walk up heather slopes. Make a short traverse left past 2 bolts to the belay.

**Pitch 5** 5.8 28m 2 bolts & gear
Immaculate rock. Follow grooves up, then trending slightly left to a bulge finish.

**Pitch 6** 5.7 25m 6 bolts & gear
Step right then face climb up: a brief layback leads to slabs and a blocky finish.

**Pitch 7** 5.7 15m gear
Move the belay up to a pruned tree. Climb a crack up then angling left to the summit.

**Escape Velocity**
7p 5.9  Jeremy Frimer, Matt Parker  Aug 9, 2013
Mt. Habrich, Northwest Face
A moderate alpine climb on superb rock. The route starts from the col NW of Habrich. Currently, the best access (2.5h) is via Shannon Creek and the steep trail up. Better access is planned...
All stations are fixed (chains). Rappel descent.
**Rack:** 1x cams to 3" with extra 1" & 2". Nuts. Single 60m rope.